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Notes

Musical Alphabet

The musical alphabet goes from A to G, over and over again:

A B C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C . . .

Staff

The musical staff consists of five permanent lines. The lines are counted from the bottom up (the first line is the bottom 
one). A note can be placed on any of these lines or on any of the spaces between the lines. Each line and each space has a 
name from the musical alphabet. As the notes go up on the staff, you go forward through the alphabet. As the notes go 
down, you go backward.

Ledger Lines

If a note is too high or too low to go on one of the five permanent lines (or the spaces between them), temporary lines —
called Ledger Lines — can be added above or below the staff.

Clefs

Each musical staff has a clef symbol, which tells what note names go with each line and space. There are four different 
clefs that are commonly used today — Treble Clef, Bass Clef, Alto Clef and Tenor Clef.

Treble Clef

The Treble Clef looks like this:  and it goes on the staff like this: 

Notice the way the clef draws a circle around the second line (from the bottom). The Treble Clef is also known as the G 
Clef because it’s shaped like a fancy G and it tells you where the note G lies: on the second line (the line inside the circle). 
With this information, it’s easy to count up or down the musical alphabet to determine all the other notes in the Treble Clef 
staff. The note names are drawn directly onto the staff below:



It’s easy to remember the names of the lines and spaces in the Treble Clef. The lines are E-G-B-D-F, which stands for 
“Every Good Boy Does Fine.” The spaces are F-A-C-E, which spells the word FACE.

Bass Clef

The Bass Clef looks like this:  and it goes on the staff like this: 

Notice the way the clef has dots above and below the fourth line (from the bottom). The Bass Clef is also known as the F 
Clef because it tells you where the note F lies: on the fourth line (the line between the dots). With this information, it’s 
easy to count up or down the musical alphabet to determine all the other notes in the Bass Clef staff. The note names are 
drawn directly onto the staff below:

It’s easy to remember the names of the lines and spaces in the Bass Clef. The lines are G-B-D-F-A, which stands for 
“Good Boys Do Fine Always.” The spaces are A-C-E-G, which stands for “All Cows Eat Grass.”

Alto Clef

The Alto Clef looks like this:  and it goes on the staff like this: 

Notice the way the clef comes to a point in the middle. The Alto Clef is also known as the C Clef because it tells you 
where the note C lies: in Alto Clef it lies on the middle line (the line where the point is). With this information, it’s easy to 
count up or down the musical alphabet to determine all the other notes in the Alto Clef staff. The note names are drawn 
directly onto the staff below:

It’s easy to remember the names of the lines and spaces in the Alto Clef. The lines are F-A-C-E-G, which stands for “Frank 
And Cathy Eat Grapes.” The spaces are G-B-D-F, which stands for “Good Boys Don’t Fight.”



Tenor Clef

The Tenor Clef looks like this:  and it goes on the staff like this: 

Notice the way the clef comes to a point in the middle. The Tenor Clef is also known as the C Clef because is tells you 
where the note C lies: in Tenor Clef it lies on the fourth line (the line where the point is). With this information, it’s easy to 
count up or down the musical alphabet to determine all the other notes in the Tenor Clef staff. The note names are drawn 
directly onto the staff below:

It’s easy to remember the names of the lines and spaces in the Tenor Clef. The lines are D-F-A-C-E, which stands for 
“Daisy Found A Cuddly Elephant.” The spaces are E-G-B-D, which stands for “Eat Good Balanced Diets.”

Sound

The higher a note is placed on the staff, the higher it sounds. Likewise, the lower it is, the lower it sounds.

Whole Steps, Half Steps

The distance between adjacent notes in the musical alphabet is always either a whole step or a half step, as shown below. 
One whole step equals two half steps.

Sharps, Flats, & Naturals

If a note has a  (flat), a  (sharp), or a  (natural) in front of it, it keeps the same letter name, with the flat, sharp, or natural 
added after the name. A flat lowers a note by a half-step. A sharp raises a note by a half-step. A natural cancels a flat or 
sharp. Flats, sharps, and naturals are known as accidentals.
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Rhythms

Beats

When you listen to music you can usually feel a pulse. Each individual pulse that you feel is called a beat.

Measures

A measure is the space between two barlines in a piece of music. It contains a specific number of beats.

Note Values

A whole note is always twice as long as a half note, so two half notes equals one whole note. If a half note equals 
two beats (it often does), then a whole note equals four beats.

A half note is always twice as long as a quarter note, so two quarter notes equals one half note. If a quarter note 
equals one beat, then a half note equals two beats.

A quarter note is always twice as long as an eighth note, so two eighth notes equals one quarter note. If a quarter 
note equals one beat, then an eighth note equals ½ beat.

Two eighth notes in a row are often beamed together like this: 

Time Signatures

A time signature is a pair of numbers (one on top of the other) that is found at the beginning of a piece of music.

The top number in a time signature tells how many beats are in a measure.

The bottom number in a time signature tells which note equals one beat. Usually, the bottom number will be a “4.”
If so, the quarter note equals one beat. If the bottom number is a “2,” then the half note equals one beat. If the 
bottom number is an “8,” then the eighth note equals one beat. Just remember: no matter which note equals one 



beat, a quarter note always equals two eighth notes and a half note always equals two quarter notes.

Rests

A note tells you to make a sound for a specific period of time. A rest tells you to be silent for the same period.

Dots

A dot after a note equals half as much as the note does, and the value of the dot is added to the value of the note. If a 
half note equals two beats, then a dot after it equals one beat (half as much) and the dotted half note together equals 
a total of three beats (2 + 1). If a quarter note equals one beat, then a dot after it equals one-half beat (half as much) 
and the dotted quarter note together equals a total of one and one-half beats (1 + ½).

Note Value Reference

Below are charts showing how many beats each note or rest receives in the most common time signatures:
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Key Signatures

Key

Most music is in one key or another. That means that it has a certain number of flats or sharps (usually 0 - 7) that 
make it sound like one note is the “home base” for that key. The key signature tells you what key the music is in. It 
is immediately before the time signature at the beginning of a piece of music.

You can have flats in a key signature, or sharps, or neither — but you cannot have both flats and sharps in the same 
key signature.

Major and Minor Keys

Beginning with version 4.0, Dolphin Don’s Music School now includes both major and minor keys, with as many as 
seven flats or seven sharps. Any given major key has the same key signature as its “relative minor” key. The easiest 
way to identify a minor key signature is to determine the major key signature, then count up to the sixth note of that 
major scale (see below for a discussion of scales).

No Flats or Sharps – Key of C Major or A Minor

The key of C Major has no flats and no sharps. This means that when all of the notes are natural (without flats or 
sharps), the home base note is C. The relative minor to C Major is A Minor.

Flat Keys

Flats always appear in the same sequence — Just remember “Big Elephants Are Definitely 
Good Close Friends.”

The key of F Major (or D Minor) has one flat  All of the other flat major keys are named after the next-to-last 
flat in the key signature. For example, three flats  would be the key of  Major (or C Minor). Six flats 

 would be the key of  Major (or  Minor).

Below are the flat key signatures included in Dolphin Don’s Music School:



Sharp Keys

Sharps always appear in the same sequence — Just remember “Fred Can Go Down And Eat 
Breakfast.”

The sharp major keys are named after the note a half step above the last sharp in the key signature. For example, 
three sharps  would be the key of A Major (or  Minor). Five sharps  would be the key of 
B Major (or  Minor).

Below are the sharp key signatures included in Dolphin Don’s Music School:

Scales

A scale is a sequence of notes up and down the musical alphabet. Major scales are named after key signatures. 
Scales are very easy to learn if you relate them to the key signatures they come from. For example, the key signature 
of  has four flats  So the  major scale goes from one  up to the next (and back again) using those 
flats:
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Intervals

Interval Name

An interval is the distance between two notes, starting with the lower note. The interval name includes a number and a 
word that indicates the type.

In Dolphin Don’s Music School, we will deal only with intervals of an octave or smaller.

Unison & Octave

There are two special interval names: the unison and the octave. If two notes are exactly the same, the interval between 
them is called a unison. If two notes have the same name, but have all of the letters of the musical alphabet between them, 
the interval between the notes is called an octave.

Interval Number

The interval number is easy to determine. Just count up the musical alphabet from the first note to the second one, 
including the first one. For instance: The interval from C to D is a 2nd (C=1, D=2). The interval from B to F is a 6th (B=1, 
C=2, D=3, E=4, F=5). The interval from E to C is a 6th (E=1, F=2, G=3, A=4, B=5, C=6). Remember, it doesn’t matter 
which note comes first: always count from the lower note.

Interval Type

If the name of an interval included only the number, then C to E would be the same interval as C to  Each of these is a 
3rd, but they are two different kinds of 3rd.

If the higher of the two notes is in the key signature named after the lower one, then the interval is either perfect or major. 
The unison, octave, 4th, and 5th are perfect; the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 7th are major. If the higher note of a major interval is 
lowered by ½ step, it becomes a minor interval. If the higher note of a perfect interval is lowered by ½ step, it becomes a 
diminished interval. If the higher note of either a major or a perfect interval is raised by ½ step, it becomes an augmented
interval.

Using the examples above, E is in the key signature of C, so C to E is a major 3rd.  is ½ step lower than E, so C to  is a 
minor 3rd.



Similarly, G to D would be a perfect 5th, because D is in the key signature of G. G to  would be a diminished 5th, and G 
to  would be an augmented 5th.

Tritone

Another special interval name is the tritone. This refers to the interval of the augmented 4th or the diminshed 5th. These 
two intervals look different on paper, but sound the same when played.

Interval Sound

The easiest way to remember what the different intervals sound like is to remember melodies that use each interval. Below 
is a list of intervals and melodies. If you don’t know all of these melodies, you can hear them in Learn Mode of Dolphin 
Don’s Music School.

Interval Notes Melody
Unison 1-2 Bye Bye Blackbird
Minor 2nd Up 1-2 Invitation
Minor 2nd Down 1-2 Beer Barrel Polka
Major 2nd Up 2-3 Happy Birthday
Major 2nd Down 12 Mary Had a Little Lamb
Minor 3rd Up 2-3 Lullaby
Minor 3rd Down 1-2 This Old Man
Major 3rd Up 1-2 I Could Have Danced All Night
Major 3rd Down 1-2 Summertime
Perfect 4th Up 1-2 Here Comes the Bride
Perfect 4th Down 3-4 Old MacDonald
Tritone Up 1-2 Maria
Tritone Down 3-4 It Ain't Necessarily So
Perfect 5th Up 2-3 Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Perfect 5th Down 1-2 Feelings
Minor 6th Up 3-4 Love Story
Minor 6th Down 1-2 Love Story
Major 6th Up 1-2 My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean
Major 6th Down 1-2 Music of the Night
Minor 7th Up 1-2 Somewhere
Minor 7th Down 1-2 Watermelon
Major 7th Up 2-3 Invitation
Major 7th Down 2-3 I Love You
Octave Up 1-2 Over the Rainbow
Octave Down 1-2 Willow Weep for Me
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Chords

Chord Name

A chord is any group of three or more notes that are heard at the same time. If there are only three notes, the chord 
name includes only a note name and a word like major, minor, diminished, or augmented. If the chord has four or 
more notes, a number is added.

In Dolphin Don’s Music School, we will deal only with chords of three or four notes, with the note that is used in 
the chord name as the bottom note.

Triads

A triad is a chord with three notes. A major triad consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a 
major 3rd and a perfect 5th above that. For example, C Major would be C-E-G. Major would be 

A minor triad consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a minor 3rd and a perfect 5th above 
that. Therefore, C Minor would be Minor would be 

A diminished triad consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a minor 3rd and a diminished 
5th above that. Therefore, C Diminished would be Diminished would be 

An augmented triad consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a major 3rd and an augmented 
5th above that. Therefore, C Augmented would be Augmented would be 

Seventh Chords

A seventh chord is a chord with four notes. A major 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus 



the notes a major 3rd, a perfect 5th, and a major 7th above that. For example, C Major 7 would be C-E-G-B. 
Major 7 would be 

A minor 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a minor 3rd, a perfect 5th, and a 
minor 7th above that. For example, C Minor 7 would be Minor 7 would be 

A dominant 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a major 3rd, a perfect 5th, and 
a minor 7th above that. For example, C Dominant 7 would be Dominant 7 would be 

A half-diminished 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a minor 3rd, a 
diminished 5th, and a minor 7th above that. For example, C Half-Diminished 7 would be Half-
Diminished 7 would be 

A diminished 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a minor 3rd, a diminished 
5th, and a diminished 7th above that. For example, C Diminished 7 would be Diminished 7 would be 

An augmented 7 chord consists of the note that is used in the chord name, plus the notes a major 3rd, an augmented 
5th, and a minor 7th above that. For example, C Augmented 7 would be Augmented 7 would be 
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